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The Common Agricultural Policy functions based on the common ruling 
of production, prices and external trading. The rules refer to grains, pork 
and beef, milk and dairy produces, eggs and poultry, vegetables and fruits, 
vegetal oils, sugar, tobacco, hops, flax and hemp, and since 1980 also 
mutton. 
The principles that the Common Agricultural Policy is based on are: the 
progressive freeing of agricultural products circulation at unique prices, 
compensation of exporting losses by restitution taxes, the preference for 
community products by  taxes, protecting the European farmers from 
external competition, financing the common ruling by the European Fund 
for Agricultural Orientation and Guarantee (EFAOG).  
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The objectives of Common Agricultural Policy are: the increase of 

productivity and technical progress, the assurance of an fair level of life, the 
assurance of food safety and reasonable prices for customers. 

The CAP pillars are: 
- direct payments and market measures (I); 
- rural development (II).  
The main elements of Common Agricultural Policy Reform are: the 

unique payment of farm, the progressive uncoupling of production 
subvention, crossed conformity by respecting the ecological rules when 
giving the subvention, modulations by relating funds from pillar I to pillar II; 
financial discipline in order not to go over the funds till 2013. 
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The main measures of CAP aim at approaching the European prices 
to the worldwide ones, decreasing the role of price guarantee policy in favor 
of compensatory payments, encouraging the small exploitations, reducing 
the surplus. There were also structural measures to help sustaining the 
forestations, early retirement and, of course, environment protection. 

The main objective of Common Agricultural Policy is the cut in 
guaranteed prices in order to relate them to the worldwide ones and 
decreasing the surplus. The cut in of prices are compensated by a direct 
subvention system in order not to affect the income of farmers. 

In order to maintain the small and medium exploitations, and to 
avoid depopulation of villages, the reform promoted compensations and 
subventions, no matter the productivity level, per hectare or exploitation 
area. 

Giving compensations to large cultures was conditioned by getting 
out of the exploitation’s areas a percent agricultural area.  

The measures taken by each country along the years, national 
measures, but according to the Common Agricultural Policy, affected also 
the evolution of agricultural exploitations. 

While the average agricultural exploitation in EU 27 is 11.5 hectares, 
only 5% of the exploitations have an area larger than 50 hectares. According 
to EU criteria, these are considered large exploitations, though they are a lot 
smaller than those from Australia, USA, Russia or Argentina. The 
dimensions of agricultural exploitations depend on the relationship between 
more factors (land, clime, past policies, laws regarding land property etc.) 
and history. 

Even inside EU the dimensions of agricultural exploitations are an 
element that can hardly be generalized. For example, among the lands in 
East Germany there are a lot larger exploitations than in other parts of the 
country (average), while among the new members of the EU, the 
dimensions of exploitations in Check Republic are a lot above the European 
average. 

 
 
  
 
 

Table 1 
Agricultural exploitations smaller than 5 hectares (1000)   
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Country 1990 1993 1995 1997 2000 2003 2005 
Germany 218,58 191,65 179,18 168,09 117,63 97,46 88,01 
Spain 971,39 804,51 706,40 647,14 740,50 626,96 577,66 
Italy 2099,05 1927,85 1983,26 1753,62 1687,04 1508,88 1271,66 
Poland … … … … … 1444,81 1750,86 
Hungary … … … … 876,73 693,29 641,19 
Romania … … … … … 4508,20 3870,72 

Source: EUROSTAT 
 

As it can be seen in Table 1, Agricultural exploitations smaller than 
5 hectares, having the private family farms among these ones, the majority 
of them of sustenance, there was a drastic decrease of their number. This is 
the result of agricultural merging, but also the small farmers’ withdrawal 
from agriculture.  

In Germany, the number of exploitations smaller than 5 ha decreased 
with 60% in 15 years, In France with 41% and in Italy with 40%. 

The only exception is Poland, where in 2 years, the number of 
private family farms, with an area smaller than 5 ha, increased with almost 
18%. All these in spite of the tendency of decrease in Europe. 

In Romania, along 2 years, their number decreased with almost 2%. 
Table 2 

Agricultural Exploitations between 5 and 50 ha (1000) 
Country 1990 1993 1995 1997 2000 2003 2005 
Germany 379,33 348,71 316,19 290,63 275,67 231,3 217,27 
Spain 535,27 486,77 474,09 462,33 447,02 414,23 402,53 
Italy 527,14 519,91 503,59 520,10 430,15 414,53 418,25 
Poland … … … … … 709,51 704,92 
Hungary … … … … 81,38 69,37 61,92 
Romania …. … … … …. 265,77 371,60 

Source: EUROSTAT 
  

As in the case of agricultural exploitations under 5 ha, the 
agricultural exploitations between 5 and 50 ha have the tendency to 
continuously decrease their number. The exceptions to these ones are made 
by Italy and Romania.  

In Italy, different from 1990, the number of exploitations between 5 
and 50 ha, has decreased with 20% in 2005. But, different from 2003 it 
slowly increased with 1%. 
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Romania, on its turn, shows an increase of 28% of the number of 
exploitations under 50 ha. It was proven that high performance agriculture 
cannot be done on small and distant areas. The excessive division of land 
after 1990 and the applying of the Land Resource Law 18/1991, resulting in 
the degradation of Romanian agriculture.  

The agricultural exploitations of or larger than 50 ha, are surely the 
most profitable and it was proven that high performance agriculture is made 
on large and compact areas.  

It can be seen in Table 3 that the tendencies of farmers are to enlarge 
the agricultural exploitations areas. If in the case of smaller farms of 5 ha or 
under 50 ha, the tendencies are to decrease their number, in the case of 
farms larger than 50 ha, the situation is totally different. 

             Table 3 
Agricultural Exploitations with dimensions over 50 ha (1000) 

Country 1990 1993 1995 1997 2000 2003 2005 
Germany 56,28 65,68 71,46 75,65 78,67 83,54 84,60 
Spain 86,98 92,64 97,10 98,80 99,90 99,55 99,67 
Italy 38,37 40,63 40,25 41,51 36,54 40,40 38,62 
Poland … … … … … 17,88 20,70 
Hungary … … … … 8,81 10,72 11,69 
Romania … … … … … 14,05 13,83 

Source: EUROSTAT 
 

The agricultural exploitations of or larger than 50 ha, are surely the 
most profitable and it was proven that high performance agriculture is made 
on large and compact areas.  

It can be seen in Table 3 that the tendencies of farmers are to enlarge 
the agricultural exploitations areas. If in the case of smaller farms of 5 ha or 
under 50 ha, the tendencies are to decrease their number, in the case of 
farms larger than 50 ha, the situation is totally different. 

In Germany there is the most visible increase, the number of this 
kind of exploitations increased with almost 34%. For the other countries 
there is also an increasing trend but the real increase is only 10%. 

Romania is an exception on this case too, because even though in 
Europe the number of these exploitations is continuously increasing, here it 
decreases. Although the agricultural policy in Romania emphasized the 
supporting of agricultural associations founding, in order to merge the 
agricultural land, and we have the program FERMIERUL (The Farmer). 
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 Im. 1: Agricultural Exploitations Evolution in Romania, in 2003                                                
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Im. 2: Agricultural Exploitations Evolution in Romania in 2005 

 

As it can be seen in Image 1 and 2, in Romania there are more 
agricultural exploitations smaller than 5 ha, these ones being the private 
family type, most of them being for sustenance. Contrary to the evolution of 
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exploitations in the European Union, where the tendency is clear of 
decreasing the number of exploitations under 50 ha and the increase of 
larger ones, in Romania, the tendency is to decrease the number of private 
family exploitations and increase the exploitations between 5 and 50 ha. 
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